CASE STUDY

The Bath Priory
United Kingdom

Project
The owners of The Priory restaurant - part of the exclusive Bath Priory Hotel, Restaurant and Spa near the city of Bath
- were looking for a long-lasting solution to traditional surface ﬁnishes.
They wanted something which was designed speciﬁcally to meet the day-to-day pressures of running a busy
commercial kitchen which could stand up to hard wearing and was safe for staff working in this area.
Substrate: Concrete.
Requirements: To provide a long-lasting ﬁnish which was safe for staff.
Speciﬁcations: Meeting all relevant environmental and health and safety regulations.
Client: The Bath Priory.
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System
The system speciﬁed was Resuthane™ TG69 to provide a safe ﬂooring surface in which the chefs and kitchen staff
could work safely with exceptional anti-slip properties, making it ideal for both wet and dry conditions.
The system also provides a ﬁnish that is durable and provides high levels of impact resistance, making it a long-term
option in comparison to other alternatives.
The system is inherently seamless, meaning there are a number of hygiene advantages from Resuthane™ TG69 which
can also be laid to falls and incorporate drainage channels. It has excellent thermal shock capabilities making it an ideal
solution for commercial kitchen environments.

The Sherwin-Williams Difference
By putting our customers ﬁrst, we know that the innovation, imagination, research and development we put into
each and every product will be worth it. You are at the centre of our thinking wherever we operate around the world
across ﬁve continents whether it is advice, speciﬁcation or on-site inspection. You are the reason we exist. This is the
Sherwin-Williams difference.
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